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Sign up to the BuzzFeed Quizzes newsletter – Binge on the latest quiz delivered right to your inbox with the QuizzFeed newsletter! Now that the embargo blew up and almost everyone in the world has seen Avengers: End of game (no joke, it's about to become the highest-grossing movie of all time), it's time to talk about
Spider-Man: Far from home. The post-End trailer has revealed much more about the internet trip to Europe and his encounters with the man we believe to be Mysterio. But there are still plenty of questions about our minds - so let's dive in. The trailer tells us that Avengers won't be in the nearly beefy nearly three-minutelong trailer offering up many new and exciting details. Some aren't a huge surprise: We knew about Jake Gyllenhaal's Mysterio, who is officially named Quentin Beck (the original man from comic to carry the title). And we kind of supposed Happy Hogan, Nick Fury, and Maria Hill would show (though appearance two of
the two could not be confirmed until post-End games). We also got a suggestion on who (probably) won't be in the movie. When Fury approaches Peter Parker about helping out, he tries to pass the toch to someone else, asking about Thor (Fury notes that it's off-world) and Captain Marvel (Available, according to Hill).
Given Thor may well play a part in the upcoming third goalkeeper in the Galaxy flick now that he's on board the chips, and Carol Danvers will very likely get his own sequence, it's almost guaranteed they'll be too busy to show up in afar from home. These characters are getting their own shows (L-R) Stan Sebastian, Tom
Holland, and Anthony Mackie | Martha Hayward/Getty Images though official announcements are still posting, we know that a few of the biggest MCU heroes have been directed to the small screen (or, more accurately, the disney + streaming service). Set to launch in November, this means that this new content could
come as early as this year, but most likely sometimes in 2020. And these characters will have their own as they continue to post Game India. So who falls under this umbrella? Well, there's Falcon &amp; Arts; Winter Soldiers who will presume Anthony Mackie's Sam Wilson (newly crowned America) and Barnes Bucky
Sebastian Stan's (new TBD title). There's also WandaVision (starring Elizabeth Olsen and Paul Bettany), Loki (and titre Tom Hiddleston in God at Mischief), and Hawkeye (possibly starring Jeremy Renner's Clint Barton as he, too, passes the moniker on). So who's left? Between the aforementioned heroes and those who
unfortunately perish in games, this still left a very healthy roste to the candidate to choose from. So, most likely to arrive at Peter's aid, should he need it? Hulk looks like a pretty good guess. It's the last original avenged to leave hanging around, and certainly have services in more ways than one. And he stands for
reasons that he might bring his pal to Valkyrie on board, especially since he resides in Europe. (Although he may have plenty on his plate, now that he is the king in New Asgard.) There are also Between-Mans and the Wasp left on Earth, though they, like Wakanda crews and Doctor Strange, have their own sequence of
the making (again, presumably). So while we'd like to see a camera from Paul Rudd or Danai Gurira, these actors may be sticting to their own franchise (at least, for the upcoming weather forecast). Then again, this is an all new Marvel world – so nothing goes. Check the cheat sheet on Facebook! Spider-Man: Far From
Home is now less than two months away, scheduled for a July 2 release. While fans may have not yet fully recovered from the realization that the Avengers saga reached its conclusion, they revealed their attention to something less sad, and somewhat more exciting. Tom Holland and Jake Gyllenhaal 'Spider-Man: Away

From Home' | Photo by Victor Chavez /Getty Images) *'Avengers: sporters end game ahead * With Tony Stark no longer moving to protect – or at least, try to protect – Peter Parker from the prolapsed reality of the world, fans will be watching Spider-Man come to terms with the loss of his mentor and a reliable father
figure. Spider-Man: Away from Home – the first MCU movie to hit the silver screen after End game – there are some big shoes to fill. However, we don't doubt that Holland and the people behind the production will be up to the occasion, satisfying on both the emotional and narrative front (such as End of Game). Though
fans are excited to see Peter Parker in the next next movie, something in the trailer feels a little suspicious. A possible – and likely – choice in terms of the film's narrative has led many to wonder if Spider-Man: away from Home will prep a bait-and-change similar to the one seen in Iron Man 3. Remember 'Iron Man 3' If
you remember Iron Man 3, a huge portion of the film was dedicated to misleading Tony Stark, and the audience is similar. Long story short (warning to semi-fans who haven't seen every Marvel movie), the man initially presumed to be The Mandarin of Evil, which was carried by Ben Kingsley, turned from an English actor,
with a briefcase). Iron Man raide what they called the Mandarin Residence and discovered a man who looked like he wasn't conscious of the damage he played a part in the catalyst. The man he thought was The Mandarin was Trevor Slattery, and the real Mandarin was Aldrich Killian. Killian has been the disabled
scientist from the beginning of the film which stated that he discovered a regeratific treatment for simple injuries. However, the medication caused people to explode, and Killian, after revealing his identity, says Stark that he injected Pepper with him, hopefully Stark would be forced to discover a cure. In the case of Iron
Man 3, the man we thought was the villain was an innocent (so to speak), and the real bad guy was a character featuring at the beginning of the movie. Spider-Man: Far From Home can feature a similar angle, but reverse the discovery. 'Spider-Man: Far From Home' Flip The Narrative Of 'Iron Man 3?' Fans of Comic
Marvel are well aware that Mysterio is a master of disappointment with a villain in the comic book series. However, based on the first teaser trailer, the character is shown as a good guy, in need of Spider-Man's help. If Mysterio's personality lined up with the person of his comic book, Spider-Man will discover that he
helped the wrong guy. So to put it simply, instead of a guy starting bad and finishing good (take the word lost here) as seen in Iron Man 3, a character will start as the good guy and finish as the villain. In terms of weeving a web of disappointment, as the writers behind Man 3 did so very well, it is likely that Misterio's turn
into evil would only be one of the many surprises. It's more than possible that the multimedic claim is a complete lie, why does the man of mystery tell the truth to the right guys? So while all remains are to be seen, there is a high probability that Spider-Man: Far away from Home will take a few pages from Iron Man 3's
notebook. While this may sound a bit weak, this approach should be quite clever and forget a connective tissue between Peter Parker and Stark after Stark's ultimate sacrifice. Without Stark around, Parker will have to learn that not everyone is not always who they claim to be. The story would work well on the emotional
front as a journey of maturity – one that would only strengthen the father-son dynamic between the two, even if one is now no longer with us. It's impossible for MCU fans not to want to jump ahead a year or two to see what Phase Four will offer them. Because anticipation of many fans' communities is still the issue of an
overstuffed and exciting media world, rumours never failed to be loving. So far, we've seen a dozen speculations about what MCU Phase Four will consist of, despite only one film being confirmed. Kevin Feige (President of Marvel Studios) | Alberto E. Rodriguez/Getty Images on August 24, another D23 conference will
take place, allowing director Kevin Feige to finally appease all fans about what's coming. Based on what we know, though, perhaps, we should speculate further on what the next phase is going to look like. Overall, it seems to look a little more millennial, and hoping that more women. 'Black Widow' is already on the way
if you thought we needed more women in the MCU, the producers clearly seemed to agree. A Black Widow autonomous film with Scarlett Johansson already filled with plans for release next year. Most This thinking will be the beginning of Phase Four, though some think Spider-Man: Far from home kick things off. From
all reports, FFH will be more or less a three-phase epilogue, which is more than appropriate considering it connected directly to India games. Starting with Black Widow could become a powerful kikkof considering the disturbing background of Natasha Romanoff's character. Should we also expect it to be an origin story
since (brief spoiled warning) Romanoff essentially died during Endgame's finale. Will Marvel be sending a more dramatic message with this movie about phase Four being dark and potentially packed with more women? The fourth phase will likely be much smaller after the older characters have been mostly sent to the
sunset for now. Other Marvel Character rumours have their own film No Guarantee Black Widow will lead to Phase Four. All we know for sure is it will likely be at the plate 2020 or 2021. We hope it leads because it gives promise towards a unique direction. This isn't to say other Marvel superheroes waiting in the wings
won't likely be in the mix. Eternal ones supposedly in development with Angelina Jolie playing Sersi. Whether that's holding or not is up in the air. But you have imagined Jolie is looking to join the superhero franchise pronto, so she can find something fixed with higher pay like Robert Downey, Jr. found. Shang-Chi is
another reported project that is being developed, given a chance to offer superheroes more inclusive. Break in there somewhere will be Black Panther 2. This will maybe be the highlight of the entire phase unless the others are to hit runaway. One thing to report is most of Phase Four will have mini-arcs rather than
extending history over a longer time period. In that consideration, he has a more decided Millennial feeling, bringing the smallest burst of substance. How many sequences will we see in succession? Still subject to change and still much we don't know: V8May 1, 2020 - Black WidowNov. 6, 2020 - The EternalsFeb. 12,
2021 - Shang-Chimay 7, 2021 - Black Panther 2 (?) Nov. 5, 2021 - Doctor Strange 2 (?) Feb 18, 2022 - May 6, 2022 - Gotg Vol. 3 (?) July 29, 2022 — Charles Murphy Murphy (@_CharlesMurphy) June 11, 2019 based on what the Galaxy resides, we will definitely not only Black Outage 2, but also Foreign Doctors 2, and
Guardians of the Galaxy, Vol.3. All of this highly anticipates, but how marvel the outer spaces will be interesting. Will the sequence finally be that phase four? Or will quite space out for this will not be accused of being the Sequel phase? These films probably won't all be set up for the Millennial crowd either, especially
when you consider the diverse ages of the Black Panther and Guardians. Afterwards and avenge also must be on the patch card, the configuration can be setup for The MCU gets smaller as time goes on. As they don't go to preteen levels, there won't be any chance offending fans who have been aging and stuck around
this long. Time.
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